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Through each of its nine previous generations, the Honda Civic has upheld thrift and
dependability in a very small, fun-to-drive package. The all-new Civic takes bold chances in
elevating small-car fashion, refinement, and build quality. And it succeeds. In the past, the
coolest Civics were restricted to Europe, where three-door hatchbacks have been practically
modern art in the automotive world. The last few years of Civic models in the U. The new Civic
sedan is 2. Where did this come from? In either sedan or coupe form, the Civic is sharp. Our
top-level Touring sedan flashed chrome on the door handles and roofline, sported polished
two-tone inch wheels, lit up the road with full LED lighting including those spacey taillamps ,
and generally aced the European sport sedan formula. Inside, the two-tiered instrument cluster
has been axed for a cleaner, edgier pod of gauges. Soft-touch rubbers line the dash, no longer
broken up into hard, brittle plastic parts prone to rattling. What does it say when these same
engineers want to see a new Civic? Two new 4-cylinders replace the previous 1. The next three
trims EX and Touring get a turbocharged 1. A 6-speed manual transmission is standard and
restricted to the base LX. All other Civic trims have a continuously variable transmission CVT
but no paddle shifters or manual mode. Like every compact sedan save for Subaru, front-wheel
drive FWD is the only propulsion choice. The 1. A quick stab of the throttle can catch the turbo
off guard, but after it spools up, the CVT keeps the engine revs down so the driver experiences
a moving, swiftly accelerating vehicle, not a frenetic juice blender switched to max. Enthusiasts
will want to wait for the higher-revving, plus horsepower Si to return or save up for the
limited-edition Type R. Over miles, we averaged close to 37 mpg. Despite its sweptback profile,
the Civic offers a generous backseat with enough headroom for 6-footers, no slouching
required. Seat padding and back support are of no complaint, front or rear, and those in the
back can enjoy optional heating. The trunk offers Simple, legible controls and instrumentation
pervade the interior, except the HondaLink infotainment system controls some of the climate
functions. Radio knobs and hard buttons to switch between navigation, audio, and vehicle
settings are also missing on the center stack. A touch-sensitive portion to the left of the screen
handles these tasks, but they wash out in sunlight and smudge with the rest of the screen. They
provide no tactile feedback, either, which is a major oversight. Cubbies and storage are
abundant and well-placed, including a secondary tray hidden behind the center stack and a
central sliding armrest with a sliding coin tray. Visibility is also excellent thanks to thin pillars
and a low beltline, something Honda absolutely nails in all of its sedans. Change the
background image to display an animated black hole or your cute puppy? How about making
the temperature readout automatically compensate a couple degrees to match your Weather
Channel app? Turn off the tachometer? Needless to say, you can do all of these things in the
Civic and way, way more if you wade through all the menus. The system itself is quick, and the
Garmin navigation is even quicker, with single-string voice inputs for addresses, live traffic, and
pinch-to-zoom capability. And while our Civic was all about that bass, Honda put no thought
into how the watt speaker stereo would actually sound. The volume control clicks up and down
but also offers swipingâ€”a downward flick of your thumb mutes the stereo. This is simple,
smart stuff. Our car had the optional Honda Sensing package, which includes forward-collision
alert, auto braking, lane-departure warning, lane-keep assist, and adaptive cruise control. No
other car offers these features at such a low price. You should never trust these systems
implicitly. The backup camera also offers three views, including a top view and an extra-wide
shot. Our car carried that highest price. Clifford Atiyeh is a reporter and photographer who has
spent a good portion of his life driving cars he doesn't own. And I'm not a fat man or keep it full
junk!!! I'm okay but I could be better if they do NOT advertise it as a super fuel efficient car!!!
Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. I want to buy
Honda Civic and wondering if some one is able to guide me about which trim of honda civic is
best to buy. I want a budget deal, however i can compromise on the model. I own a Honda Civic
ex, right close to 36, miles the air conditioning started blowing hot , and Honda knew about the
issue with the cars coming out of the factory, why are not being recall Hello, I bought "type s"
interior LED lights that plug into my cigarette outlet of my car. When I turn my car off, the LED
lights do turn off but I was wondering if it will still be draining my bat Both aesthetic and
performance. Not su Hello, i have a civic ex 4dr with 55r16 tires , i want to replace these with 17
inch wheels but im not sure if this is possible with my car. Average user score. Based on 38
reviews. Review by Guru83J5T. Review by DewanFaulk. Review by Guru7KBZ7. Updated Jul 25,
What's your take on the Honda Civic? Have you driven a Honda Civic? Rank This Car. Cars
compared to Honda Civic. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite
Favorite. Honda Civic Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Honda Civic to Related Models. Compact Sedans - User
Rankings. Best Compact Sedans. Most Powerful Compact Sedans. Best Handling Compact
Sedans. Best Looking Compact Sedans. Best Family Compact Sedans. Best Compact Sedans in

Value. Select Year Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Gave
us very friendly service the salesman came in on his day off. Also talked nicely about our trade
in and are delivering the car to us. Trevor Haug was extremely helpful. Even though I didn't
ultimately buy the vehicle the overall experience was great. Much better than other dealers who
I have dealt with. Thank you Trevor. Everything has been great so far I'm just waiting for the
down payment money to arrive so I can make a decision. Sales staff was so helpful and
attentive to my needs. I test drove two different vehicles and will likely buy from them soon.
Love the Manager who does all the paper works. She is amazing, friendly, and very welcoming. I
hope, Next are I go back, I will make sure I talk to her for my next buy. Buyer beware situation. It
was high pressure to buy instantly the second we got back from a test drive. Very frat house
type atmosphere with little regard for customer comfort. The worst service possible. I
purchased a car and they refused to fix things they said they would, even things under warranty
like sensors. Very prompt response from the dealership. My only opportunity for improvement
is the number of different people contacting me. I received three calls from three different
people 1 from the manager and 2 from sales associates. For me, I only want 1 sales associate
contacting me. They were very helpful. Donald was great with getting back to me. Very friendly
and sociable. I would definitely buy a car there if they had what I wanted. Replied to initial
inquiry. I wrote back and asked for more details and a time to come up for a test drive. That was
two days ago. I still haven't received a reply. I guess it's possible the person I corresponded
with had a couple days off. Perhaps I'll hear something tomorrow. One small glitch on buying
experience that they addressed immediately!! Very fair on working out a deal,. All in all, there is
a certain level of professionalism you expect when you are about to lay down thousands of
dollars on a vehicle. That professionalism is not something I found at Rapid Honda and if the
vehicle was not the exact one I was looking for I would have not made a purchase otherwise.
They were amazing. Went above and beyond to get me in a car. Responded to me right away set
up a test drive. Listened to my story and needs and then worked it out to get me in a better car
for the same down payment and monthly payment! No pressure at all. By far the best Dealer
experience I have ever had. I highly recommend this dealership. The staff responded back quick
and were very helpful at all times. I Got it on my birthday and I absolutely love the car. Thanks
guys for making this easier than I expected. We test drove this car and another Dodge Charger
with 25K miles. Wound up buying the because it had more safety features for our son as driver.
Good experience overall. Great customer service, no pressure sales team, down to the little
things like to sending us off with a full tank of gas. They contacted me back and said the vehicle
was sold. But, offered to find other vehicles. That was the extent of my contact. They were very
professional and quick to respond to all our questions. Unfortunately the car sold before we
could travel to see the vehicle. Friendly, helpful, not pushy, and easy financing. Small selection,
but if they have what you're looking for, I recommend. Great service and treated fairly. The car
was cleaned, with new tires and an air conditioning compressor installed by the next day. We
were very oleased. We will buy here again. Quick response 2. They contacted me immediately
and we set up a test drive. From start to finish, Djala Toure was great to work with. He was a fine
young man to work with and at no time did I feel pressured into buying I picked up my new car a
week after the test drive to actual purchase. Still smiling!! Anyone I encountered at Walser
Subaru, was most helpful and kind. Highly recommend Djala and Sales Team. They were very
nice and stayed late to help me understand every detail of the new car I purchased. Duane was
very honest and understanding during our discussions. I'm very happy! Salesman Ross was
pushy. Kept telling me another person was looking at the car. He asked me to put down a
deposit until I could get there after work, which I did. Got to dealership, car was dirty and had
dog hair. Asked if I could take the night to think about it and again he stated that there was
someone else interested. All he cared about was the sale, not if I was getting what was right for
me. Worst experience ever. I do not recommend. They were fantastic Great email follow-up from
Davis. Answered my questions but did not hound me. I did not purchase this vehicle from them
but would certainly shop there again. What a great experience we had at Inver Grove Hyundai,
they listen to what was important to us and worked with us to make it affordable. Very helpful
and even sent me some pics from his phone and had not had time to put any on web site yet.
The staff were all very knowledgeable, answered all my questions, and made my purchase
seamless with home delivery. I would definitely recommend Rapids Honda! In the past, the
coolest Civics were restricted to Europe, where three-door hatchbacks have been practically
modern art in the automotive world. The last few years of Civic models in the U. The new Civic
sedan is 2. Where did this come from? In either sedan or coupe form, the Civic is sharp. Our
top-level Touring sedan flashed chrome on the door handles and roofline, sported polished
two-tone inch wheels, lit up the road with full LED lighting including those spacey taillamps ,
and generally aced the European sport sedan formula. Inside, the two-tiered instrument cluster

has been axed for a cleaner, edgier pod of gauges. Soft-touch rubbers line the dash, no longer
broken up into hard, brittle plastic parts prone to rattling. What does it say when these same
engineers want to see a new Civic? Two new 4-cylinders replace the previous 1. The next three
trims EX and Touring get a turbocharged 1. A 6-speed manual transmission is standard and
restricted to the base LX. All other Civic trims have a continuously variable transmission CVT
but no paddle shifters or manual mode. Like every compact sedan save for Subaru, front-wheel
drive FWD is the only propulsion choice. The 1. A quick stab of the throttle can catch the turbo
off guard, but after it spools up, the CVT keeps the engine revs down so the driver experiences
a moving, swiftly accelerating vehicle, not a frenetic juice blender switched to max. Enthusiasts
will want to wait for the higher-revving, plus horsepower Si to return or save up for the
limited-edition Type R. Over miles, we averaged close to 37 mpg. Despite its sweptback profile,
the Civic offers a generous backseat with enough headroom for 6-footers, no slouching
required. Seat padding and back support are of no complaint, front or rear, and those in the
back can enjoy optional heating. The trunk offers Simple, legible controls and instrumentation
pervade the interior, except the HondaLink infotainment system controls some of the climate
functions. Radio knobs and hard buttons to switch between navigation, audio, and vehicle
settings are also missing on the center stack. A touch-sensitive portion to the left of the screen
handles these tasks, but they wash out in sunlight and smudge with the rest of the screen. They
provide no tactile feedback, either, which is a major oversight. Cubbies and storage are
abundant and well-placed, including a secondary tray hidden behind the center stack and a
central sliding armrest with a sliding coin tray. Visibility is also excellent thanks to thin pillars
and a low beltline, something Honda absolutely nails in all of its sedans. Change the
background image to display an animated black hole or your cute puppy? How about making
the temperature readout automatically compensate a couple degrees to match your Weather
Channel app? Turn off the tachometer? Needless to say, you can do all of these things in the
Civic and way, way more if you wade through all the menus. The system itself is quick, and the
Garmin navigation is even quicker, with single-string voice inputs for addresses, live traffic, and
pinch-to-zoom capability. And while our Civic was all about that bass, Honda put no thought
into how the watt speaker stereo would actually sound. The volume control clicks up and down
but also offers swipingâ€”a downward flick of your thumb mutes the stereo. This is simple,
smart stuff. Our car had the optional Honda Sensing package, which includes forward-collision
alert, auto braking, lane-departure warning, lane-keep assist, and adaptive cruise control. No
other car offers these features at such a low price. You should never trust these systems
implicitly. The backup camera also offers three views, including a top view and an extra-wide
shot. Our car carried that highest price. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings
for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Honda Dealer. Request
Information. Bernard's Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram. Davis Chevrolet of Delano. Great car.
Excellent gas mileage with very good handling. Could use a little more power but not terribly
underpowered. Great car for the money. Good value but missing some important features
buttons for garage door opener, leatherette instead of cloth seat, drivers seat button controls.
The car is in perfect condition. I like the way the inside of the dashboard is, easy to maneuver.
The car rides perfect. I think its an exceptional value. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very nice people. Fair price for our trade. Great
deal for the vehicle we purchased. Great experience. Quick response from the company was
great. I have asked a few questions that have not yet been answered, regarding history and
condition of the vehicle. I have an '05 xB with k miles, so this '06 with 60k would be a great
replacement. I love the Scion xB! Overall, I was satisfied with my experience at this dealership. I
was greated with such kindness and they had tons of patience working with me. Even though I
did not make a purchase seeing I know what I want and at what price they have been reaching
out to me and informing me on new inventory. I traveled from another county to purchase a
vehicle. I got there and we did the paperwork. I was looking to purchase without their warranty.
Below were the results: Online price: 14, After paperwork price: 24, Avoid this dealer and save
yourself some time. Mohammad and Moe made sure to show me all available options and wakes
me through all the steps once I made the decision to go with one of their cars. I had a good

experience! Horrible, called about a car ,when we got there car wasn't on the lot,supposedly it
was at another location where they keep all the salvage cars,they should've put that In the
details,drove 2hrs for nothing. The service at BMW of Honolulu was excellent my 2nd BMW thru
them , the price I walked away with was absolutely fair and the car was even better and more
equipped then I expected. Picked up the car following day and feel I made the right decision.
Staff was extremely friendly, and provided outstanding customer service.. Thanks to team Star
Auto! Dealership followed up and appointment made. Although I didn't pick up the vehicle I had
looked at, the service rep was very friendly and courteous. Great customer service. Received a
reply stating that salesperson would be in touch with Carfax info on the vehicle as well as more
photos. We did have a snow storm in the area so I waited patiently. Vehicle still appears
available on their website but no follow through from Sales Dept.. I can see why ratings are
poor. Too bad, appear to have some quality cars. I call one for a acura tlx and someone toll me
like it was sold 1 hour later I call and other employee toll me Still there, i was driving tonthe
dealer and call them again and was sold but Still showing in the web side that the car Still there.
Also he said the car was salvaged and tried to sell me another car. I don't know what scam or
whatever they're pulling. They have multiple cars, most looking exactly the same. You call any
of the different numbers, you get conflicting information. Turns out they either don't really have
any of these cars or they're all cars with title issues-according to one male employee working
there! If it seems too good to be true If you are in the market to buy a vehicle, you should really
do yourself a favor and check out this dealership. This dealership have different princess of the
car that I was trying to buy. Got a beautiful car at a great price! Everybody there was friendly
and helpful. Made everything easy for me. Sales staff were great and never once felt like they
were trying to get over on me. Thanks for your help Juan! Will definitely recommend this dealer.
Had a pleasant experience at this dealer. The salesman Juan was very pleasant and the store is
absolutely beautiful with amazing cars. Juan even helped me get the lowest insurance quote
possible while keeping my policy full coverage. Will recommend this dealer! From the first
phone call from George and Alex to walking To test drive the Hyundai Sonata limited it was a
great experience. George and Alex were friendly and helpful. Thank you George for helping me
with our purchase. I would like to extend a thank. Marc was very professional, helpful and
knowledgeable. I purchased the corvette that was offered. My overall experience was excellent
and highly recommend this dealership. In the past, the coolest Civics were restricted to Europe,
where three-door hatchbacks have been practically modern art in the automotive world. The last
few years of Civic models in the U. The new Civic sedan is 2. Where did this come from? In
either sedan or coupe form, the Civic is sharp. Our top-level Touring sedan flashed chrome on
the door handles and roofline, sported polished two-tone inch wheels, lit up the road with full
LED lighting including those spacey taillamps , and generally aced the European sport sedan
formula. Inside, the two-tiered instrument cluster has been axed for a cleaner, edgier pod of
gauges. Soft-touch rubbers line the dash, no longer broken up into hard, brittle plastic parts
prone to rattling. What does it say when these same engineers want to see a new Civic? Two
new 4-cylinders replace the previous 1. The next three trims EX and Touring get a turbocharged
1. A 6-speed manual transmission is standard and restricted to the base LX. All other Civic trims
have a continuously variable transmission CVT but no paddle shifters or manual mode. Like
every compact sedan save for Subaru, front-wheel drive FWD is the only propulsion choice. The
1. A quick stab of the throttle can catch the turbo off guard, but after it spools up, the CVT keeps
the engine revs down so the driver experiences a moving, swiftly accelerating vehicle, not a
frenetic juice blender switched to max. Enthusiasts will want to wait for the higher-revving, plus
horsepower Si to return or save up for the limited-edition Type R. Over miles, we averaged close
to 37 mpg. Despite its sweptback profile, the Civic offers a generous backseat with enough
headroom for 6-footers, no slouching required. Seat padding and back support are of no
complaint, front or rear, and those in the back can enjoy optional heating. The trunk offers
Simple, legible controls and instrumentation pervade the interior, except the HondaLink
infotainment system controls some of the climate functions. Radio knobs and hard buttons to
switch between navigation, audio, and vehicle settings are also missing on the center stack. A
touch-sensitive portion to the left of the screen handles these tasks, but they wash out in
sunlight and smudge with the rest of the screen. They provide no tactile feedback, either, which
is a major oversight. Cubbies and storage are abundant and well-placed, including a secondary
tray hidden behind the center stack and a central sliding armrest with a sliding coin tray.
Visibility is also excellent thanks to thin pillars and a low beltline, something Honda absolutely
nails in all of its sedans. Change the background image to display an animated black hole or
your cute puppy? How about making the temperature readout automatically compensate a
couple degrees to match your Weather Channel app? Turn off the tachometer? Needless to say,
you can do all of these things in the Civic and way, way more if you wade through all the menus.

The system itself is quick, and the Garmin navigation is even quicker, with single-string voice
inputs for addresses, live traffic, and pinch-to-zoom capability. And while our Civic was all
about that bass, Honda put no thought into how the watt speaker stereo would actually sound.
The volume control clicks up and down but also offers swipingâ€”a downward flick of your
thumb mutes the stereo. This is simple, smart stuff. Our car had the optional Honda Sensing
package, which includes forward-collision alert, auto braking, lane-departure warning, lane-keep
assist, and adaptive cruise control. No other car offers these features at such a low price. You
should never trust these systems implicitly. The backup camera also offers three views,
including a top view and an extra-wide shot. Our car carried that highe
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st price. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda Civic listings in your area Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized
Honda Dealer. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus?

